INTRODUCTION

Clinicians, manufacturers and regulatory agencies share a common goal of having safe and effective total knee arthroplasty (TKA) products available in the global marketplace. Preclinical computational modeling of new, innovative knee designs allows dynamic visualization of anticipated in vivo performance during activities of daily living. Comparison is possible with established, clinically successful designs determining relative performance differences.

This exhibit presents fluoroscopic and clinical range of motion evidence for a variety of fixed bearing knee designs, suggesting computational modeling can be predictive of in vivo performance. The modeling environment is extended to include mobile bearing designs and smaller patients, validated through comparison with an Asian clinical report.

What emerges from these studies is the promise that preclinical computational modeling offers a first line tool for contemporary knee design.

COMPUTATIONAL MODELING

KneeSIM software (LifeModeler, San Clemente, California) provides a dynamic, physics-based, musculoskeletal modeling environment of a nominal sized, male, Caucasian virtual patient (Figure 1). Activities of daily living, such as deep knee bend, are propelled by flexor and extensor muscle groups and restrained by the capsular and ligamentous structures surrounding the knee. A generalized contact algorithm allows the TKA components to articulate in a natural manner during a full activity cycle. Animations of component motions and quantitative data plots are generated to characterize the resulting kinematics.

Component geometries are derived from the measured articular surfaces of implantable quality components employing a three dimensional laser scanner, rather than relying on idealized computer aided design models. The benefit from this reverse-engineering procedure is a determination of actual component fit which directly relates to the accuracy of the manufacturing process.

Fig 1  Kinematic knee model
CLINICAL EVIDENCE

The results from several video fluoroscopy studies, inclusive of the Duracon [Banks] and Journey BCS knees [Victor] have demonstrated that *in vivo* component motions for a given activity are very similar to those results predicted by the computational model [Morra].

The maximum weight bearing flexion angle is a further measure of clinical performance predicted by the computational model. Impingement of the posterior femoral bone cut surface (Figure 2a) with the tibial insert (Figure 2b) defines this angle. Model predictions for a variety of contemporary TKA designs are compared with values reported from recent clinical studies in the peer reviewed literature and are summarized in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TKA DESIGN NAME</th>
<th>POSTERIOR STABILIZED?</th>
<th>MAXIMUM FLEXION ANGLE (degrees)</th>
<th>MODEL PREDICTION</th>
<th>CLINICAL AVERAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triathlon</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>108 [Banks]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRK</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>105 [Mannan]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duracon</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105 [Penington]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanguard</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>111 [Lombardi]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journey BCS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>118 [Laidlaw]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legacy LPS-Flex Fixed</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>135 [Kim TH]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model predictions for non-posterior stabilized designs are very similar to clinical results. The maximum flexion angles reported for the posterior stabilized designs are less than model predictions, possibly due to early thigh to calf contact in patients with a higher body mass index (BMI).

MOBILE BEARING SOFT TISSUE ENVELOPE

Mobile bearing TKA designs pose several additional challenges to the computational modeling environment. The soft tissue envelope surrounding the TKA components required refinement to accommodate the rotary motion of the tibial insert in deep flexion activities. A survey of functional knee anatomy literature yielded a comprehensive cadaveric study [Markolf] that accurately measured the rotational stiffness of the unloaded knee joint capsule at various knee flexion angles. Values for torsional stiffness and damping for the joint capsule were derived from these measurements, overcoming the soft tissue challenge.
TIBIAL BASEPLATE FRICTION

A second challenge to creating a realistic mobile bearing TKA model was determining a useful representation of friction between the tibial insert and tibial baseplate. A “stick-slip” description of friction was employed due to the low relative velocities and rotational reversals between these components. Appropriate values for the mobile bearing KneeSIM friction models were unknown, and a survey of the computational model literature generated a variety of dynamic friction values that appeared either arbitrary or model specific [Easly, Sathasivam].

A high quality clinical study reported external rotation of small sized mobile bearing knee components during deep flexion activities [Watanabe]. A KneeSIM model was created to replicate clinical conditions of the study, by employing small mobile bearing components placed in a small virtual patient. The KneeSIM model was then used to determine optimal “stick-slip” friction parameters that yielded component motions closely matching those reported. Figure 3a allows comparison of the external femoral component rotation predicted by the KneeSIM model with the clinical data. When compared to the use of simple dynamic friction (green line), model prediction was improved by employing “stick-slip” friction (blue line) between the tibial baseplate and polyethylene insert.

PATIENT AND COMPONENT SIZE MATTERS

Once the challenges of a refined soft tissue envelope and mobile bearing friction were overcome, the question of the effect of virtual patient and component size was investigated. The optimized “stick-slip” friction Watanabe KneeSIM model was repeated using a medium sized male Caucasian patient with medium sized TKA components. Figure 3b allows comparison of external femoral component rotation with a medium sized patient KneeSIM model (orange line) to the small patient model and clinical data. The medium sized virtual patient externally rotates less than the small sized patient.

---

**Fig 3a** An improved “stick-slip” friction model (blue) better replicates clinical results (red) than a simple dynamic friction model (green).

**Fig 3b** A smaller virtual patient size (blue) better replicates clinical results (red) than a medium sized virtual patient (orange).
CONCLUSION

This exhibit provides further clinical validation that computational kinematic modeling tools offer an effective preclinical pathway for predicting the in vivo performance of fixed and mobile bearing TKA designs, inclusive of physically smaller patient populations.

Orthopaedic Research Laboratories has a searchable compendium of directly comparable results for both physical and computational testing at http://orl-inc.com/search_device/ for contemporary knee designs.
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